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Factors to consider while evaluating CRM 

Since its first introduction in the 1980’s which started with Database marketing and digital 

rolodexes, CRM has evolved tremendously over the years. However, the rapid change in the digital 

technologies, Social media, Mobility, the current CRM implementations are looking like 

Mainframe systems of 80’s. 

Whether you are heading sales or marketing, if you are using a CRM, the chances are that it is not 

meeting your needs. If you do not have a CRM, you are in a sweet spot as you can buy one that 

meets all your requirements!! 

Whether you are looking to purchase a new CRM or replacing an existing one, it is imperative to 

understand how the CRM landscape is changing and what the future holds.  

For the purpose of simplicity the key features can be divided into 3 groups  

1. Features that help you MANAGE the business 

2. Feature that help you ENGAGE with potential and existing clients 

3. Features that help you GROW your business 
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MANAGE FEATURES 

Managing business has become more complex than ever. Some of the critical features that we 

have seen helping clients in managing their business are related to the ability to have control over 

the business and identifying the key priorities. 

 Lead Management 

Ability to have a control over the leads and contacts is very critical. The features like lead 

rating, advanced filters, quick views, notifications etc. help is prioritizing the activities and 

focus on high potential leads. Some of the critical features to look out should be 

a. Web-to-lead conversion 

b. Capture social leads 

c. Ability to rate and score leads 

d. “Qualify the leads” to focus on a select list of 
“Contacts”  

 
 Pipeline management 

While pipeline management seems very mundane, 

the software should have the ability to clearly define 

the lead stages, source, win probability etc. to 

ensure the pipeline is adequate to meet the targets. 

 Sales team management 
Most people end up measuring only the outcome of 

a sales person like sales, order booking etc. Their 

CRM system do not have the capability to define and measure the sales activities. Sales 

output is dependent on the rigor in the sales activities like # meeting, # calls, # emails, 

distance travelled etc. A good mobile CRM should be able to capture all these sales 

activities and measure it against the targets. 

 

ENGAGE FEATURES 

Mobility 

The future of CRM is in mobility. Mobile CRM technology enables reps to manage leads, contacts, 

deals and tasks, no matter where they are. Some of the critical aspects to be considers while 

evaluating the mobility are:  

 Offline capabilities: Mobile App should be fully functional when the user is offline or 
in poor connectivity zone. A sales person loves to work waiting at the airport or in an 
airplane when he has time to kill, but may not have access to internet.  
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 Geo-Enabled: Mobile App should be 
geo enabled (via google maps or other 
maps) and help a sales person track his 
leads, contacts in real-time. If he is 
going for a sales call he should be able 
to see the closeby important leads that 
he can meet. 

 Analytics driven: Mobile is the new 
laptop specifically for a sales person. 
The CRM platform should be analytical 
capabilities delivered on the app that 
helps him focus on the most important 
deals. Features like lead or deal scoring, 
customer scoring, timeline should be 
available on mobile. 

 

Social Connect 

An integrated CRM should have the capability to analyze all digital channels like Facebook, 

Linkedin, Twitter etc. The capability should provide actionable intelligence rather than generic 

information. Most people use sentiment analytics that only shows if the people liked a particular 

product or not. If the platform can provide exact customer or lead who did not like the product, 

something can be done about it. In summary, the social media capabilities should provide 

actionable intelligence. 

 

Multi-Channel Marketing 

Multi-channel marketing refers to the ability to run 

campaigns across channels like email, social media 

and other web channels and monitor the 

performance. Some of the key features required for 

multi-channel marketing are: 

 Store data related to all leads, prospects 
customers 

 Ability to slice and dice the customer data 
based on their demographics, transactions, 
behavior etc. to create microsegments. 

 Create, design and run email campaigns to 
these targeted segments. 

 Monitor and manage the campaign performance 
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GROW FEATURES 

Integrated Marketing Automation 

Marketing automation is extension of multi-channel marketing described above but has far more 

web features. Traditionally CRM and marketing automation are bought as 2 different software 

solutions. Today’s need is to have integrated CRM and Marketing automation software to ensure 

all leads and customers are effectively reached out.  

The CRM platform should have features of marketing automation software like:  

 Designing and running email campaigns 

 Run campaign across social channels like Facebook, Linkedin etc. 

 Measure the efficacy of the campaigns across channels  

 Identify the “unknown” and “known” users on the website. In this case only the known 
users provide you opportunity to connect with them. 

 Event driven marketing or autoresponders : Ability to send automatic email campaigns on 
various events for a customer like: 

o Personal events: Birthday, Anniversary etc. 

o Web Interactions : Web visit, form download, registration 

o Transactions : Purchase done, payments due, payments made 

o Email campaign : Open, clicked 
 

Many CRM vendors reply on google analytics for website analysis. While this is a good platform 

to understand the traction on your website, it does not provide you insights on the leads generated 

and their importance.  

Machine Learning and predictive analytics 

CRM systems have been traditionally been used as automation tools that help improving sales 

and marketing processes. This is not enough and today’s CRM should provide intelligence about 

the business to make right decision. Predictive analytics and machines learning play a critical role. 

Some of the analytics that the platform should have are as below: 

 Statistical Lead scoring 

 Micro-segmentation of leads and customers to run targeted campaigns 

 Recommendation engine : Product or service recommendations at individual customer 
levels 

 Sales forecasting 
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The only way up is to go Vertical 

The time has come when we can expect our CRM to be intelligent and integrated that can be 

leveraged by the entire sales and marketing teams. The CRM solution should provide actionable 

insights using machine learning algorithms. All this has to be provided at a minimum cost which 

even a SME player can afford and not just large corporations. In today’s world of open source 

technologies, cloud and automation, all these are minimum expectation from a good CRM and 

Marketing automation platform. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

zigihub (zigihub.com) is an intelligent and integrated CRM and Marketing Automation Platform. 

To accelerate your revenue by leveraging this machine learning driven platform, pls contact 

sales@zigihub.com 
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